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Decision making with limited data is challenging. In this talk, we introduce the framework of 
operational data analytics (ODA) that integrates data to predictive or prescriptive solutions. 
This framework strikes a delicate balance between the (likely imprecise) structural knowledge 
and the data. The two pillars of the ODA framework are (i) a data-integration model that 
identifies the class of operational statistics based on the desired structural properties of the 
models within the domain of validation, and (ii) a validating model that appropriately utilize the 
data to validate the choice of the operational statistics.  Using the classical newsvendor model as 
an example, we show that the ODA framework generalizes the existing approaches including 
predict-then-optimize, regularized empirical optimization, robust optimization, robust 
satisfying, order statistics and smart-predict-and-optimize. We further demonstrate that the 
data-integration model and the validating model in ODA must be formulated in a coordinated 
way based on the preciseness of the knowledge and the availability of the data. We present 
three specific applications. 

(1) In the price-setting newsvendor problem, the ODA solution, being asymptotically optimal, 
exhibits superior performance over existing approaches in both magnitude and robustness 
for extremely small sample size (e.g., 5 or 10). In parametric settings, the ODA solution is 
shown to be uniformly optimal, and thus other solutions are inadmissible. 

(2) When ample data form a related system can be used to supplement the limited data from 
the focal system, we demonstrate that the ODA solution exhibits apparent advantages over 
the popular transfer-learning solutions. In particular, we propose cross learning by adapting 
the parametric ODA solution for non-parametric decision making. Under this approach, we 
utilize the ample data from the related system to mimic the stochastic environment of the 
focal system, which allows for effective validating. The resulting ODA solution significantly 
improves the performance of the focal system over the transfer-learning solution and is 
shown to be asymptotically optimal. 

(3) When there are multiple related systems each with limited data, we transform the data from 
different systems to create a generic stochastic environment for the decision-making 
problem, which facilitates the implementation of the ODA solution. We show that the 
derived co-learning solution is asymptotically optimal for each involved system, as well as 
the aggregate system, and outperforms the existing data-pooling strategies, which focus 
only on aggregated performance. 

Our results underscore the importance of domain knowledge and the structural relationships 
(between the data and the decision) in designing efficient decisions with limited data. 
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